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Employment Coordinator
KF3315 .E46
10 volumes; published by Research Institute of America (updated monthly)

Employment Guide
KF3455 .E46
1 volume; published by BNA (updated monthly)

Employment in Wisconsin: a Guide to Employment Laws, Regulations and Practice
KFW2734.S28 E43
1 volume; published by Lexis (updated semiannually)

Employment Law
KF3455 .E468 2009
2 volumes; published by West (updated periodically)

Employment Law in a Nutshell
KF3455 .Z9 C68 2009
567 pages; published by West (2009)

Employment Law Manual for Wisconsin Employers
KFW2734 .W5 E46
2 volumes; published by Krukowski & Costello (updated annually)

Labor Law Reports
KF3464.A6 E4
Multiple volumes; published by CCH (updated bimonthly)

Labor Law Reporter
KF3315 .L32
Multiple volumes; published by CCH (updated bimonthly)

Labor Relations Reporter
KF3315|b.L28
Multiple volumes; published by BNA (updated weekly)

Wisconsin Employment Law
KFW2734 .W574
3 volumes; 4th edition; published by State Bar of Wisconsin (updated annually)
Internet Resources

Visit the Wisconsin State Law Library’s Legal Topics Page on Employment Law and related topics for a growing list of internet resources.

http://wilawlibrary.gov/topics/laborlaw/index.php